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Abstract
As a fundamental task of sentiment analysis, aspect-level sen-
timent analysis aims to identify the sentiment polarity of a
specific aspect in the context. Previous work on aspect-level
sentiment analysis is text-based. With the prevalence of mul-
timodal user-generated content (e.g. text and image) on the
Internet, multimodal sentiment analysis has attracted increas-
ing research attention in recent years. In the context of aspect-
level sentiment analysis, multimodal data are often more im-
portant than text-only data, and have various correlations in-
cluding impacts that aspect brings to text and image as well
as the interactions associated with text and image. However,
there has not been any related work carried out so far at the
intersection of aspect-level and multimodal sentiment analy-
sis. To fill this gap, we are among the first to put forward the
new task, aspect based multimodal sentiment analysis, and
propose a novel Multi-Interactive Memory Network (MIMN)
model for this task. Our model includes two interactive mem-
ory networks to supervise the textual and visual information
with the given aspect, and learns not only the interactive in-
fluences between cross-modality data but also the self influ-
ences in single-modality data. We provide a new publicly
available multimodal aspect-level sentiment dataset to eval-
uate our model, and the experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed model for this new task.

Introduction
Aspect-level sentiment analysis is a fundamental task in the
field of sentiment analysis, which has a number of practical
applications in domains such as business, public manage-
ment and social security. Existing work on aspect-level sen-
timent analysis is based on text modality (Wang et al. 2016;
Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016; Ma et al. 2017; Chen et al.
2017). With the prevalence of multimodal user-generated
content (e.g. text and image) on the Internet, multimodal
sentiment analysis has attracted increasing research atten-
tion in recent years (Borth et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2016;
Xu, Mao, and Chen 2018). In the context of aspect-level
sentiment analysis, multimodal data are often more impor-
tant than text-only data. For example, customers will browse
product reviews before they buy a product, and those mul-
timodal reviews are more likely to attract customers’ atten-
tion. Based on a recent study on the reviews of over 1000
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kinds of cellphone in ZOL.com, approximately 40% of the
reviews contain both text and image, and the numbers of
Reply and Like in these multimodal reviews are 3 times
and 4 times greater respectively, than those in text-only re-
views. This highlights the importance of analyzing aspect-
level sentiment on multimodal data.

For the task of aspect-level sentiment analysis, image in-
formation is often as indicative as text information. On the
one hand, in multimodal data, both text and image are highly
associated with aspect sentiment. For example, when re-
viewing the aspect ’photographing effect’ of a cellphone,
customers may write down positive words and add high-
quality photos into their reviews to show their satisfaction,
or negative words and error image samples (e.g. red/ pur-
ple noise in low light photos photographed by HTC M7) to
express their dissatisfaction. Furthermore, different aspects
might be related to different parts on each modality data.
In other words, customers may write down different words
or attach different images for different aspects. On the other
hand, text and image information can mutually reinforce and
complement each other to enhance the analysis of specific
aspect sentiment. In summary, various correlations exist in
multimodal data for aspect-level sentiment analysis. How-
ever, there has not been any related work carried out so far
at the intersection of aspect-level and multimodal sentiment
analysis.

In this paper, we fill the research gap and propose the new
task of aspect based multimodal sentiment analysis by firstly
introducing the image modality data to traditional text based
aspect-level sentiment analysis. Specifically, we focus on
aspect based multimodal sentiment classification, with the
aim of determining the sentiment polarity that user opin-
ions conveyed in multimodal data on a specific aspect. To
capture the impacts that aspect brings to text and image,
as well as the multiple interactions associated with text and
image, we propose a novel Multi-Interactive Memory Net-
work (MIMN) for this task. Our model includes two inter-
active memory networks to supervise the textual and visual
information with the given aspect, and then learns not only
the interactive influences between cross-modality data but
also the self influences in single-modality data. In addition,
to advance and further test aspect based multimodal senti-
ment analysis research, we build a new multimodal dataset
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crawled from ZOL.com1, the leading IT information and
business web portal in China. We conduct experiment on
this dataset, and the results show that our proposed model
outperforms the baseline methods, including the representa-
tive textual aspect-level sentiment analysis methods and the
variant of the state-of-the-art multimodal sentiment analysis
method.

The contributions of our model are as follows.
• We are among the first to propose the new task, aspect

based multimodal sentiment analysis, which fills the gap
between aspect-level sentiment analysis and multimodal
sentiment analysis.

• We propose a novel multi-interactive memory network to
capture the multiple correlations in multimodal data for
aspect-level sentiment analysis, including impacts that as-
pect brings to text and image, and interactions in and be-
tween text and image.

• We provide a new publicly available multimodal aspect-
level sentiment dataset to evaluate our model. The exper-
imental results on our constructed dataset show the effec-
tiveness of our proposed model.

Related Work
The new task of aspect based multimodal sentiment analy-
sis stemmed from two lines of research, namely aspect-level
sentiment analysis and multimodal sentiment analysis. We
briefly introduce these two research areas.

Aspect-level Sentiment Analysis
Aspect-level sentiment analysis aims to identify the senti-
ment polarity of a textual sentence on a given aspect. Its re-
search methods can be divided into two groups: traditional
feature selection based methods and neural network based
methods.

Traditional feature selection based methods mainly fo-
cus on designing a series of feature templates or introduc-
ing external resources like parser and sentiment lexicons
to train a sentiment classifier (Jiang et al. 2011; Moham-
mad, Kiritchenko, and Zhu 2013; Kiritchenko et al. 2014;
Wagner et al. 2014). These methods are all labor-intensive
and require painstaking feature engineering.

Recently, neural networks have been demonstrated pow-
erful performance in learning feature representation and
achieved significant improvement than previous feature
selection based methods in many text-based analysis
tasks such as classification (Kim 2014), machine transla-
tion (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014), and QA (Dong et
al. 2015). For aspect-level sentiment analysis task, Dong
et al. (2014) firstly introduce the recursive neural network
to this field, which adaptively propagates the sentiments of
words to target depending on the context and syntactic rela-
tionships between them. However, the performance of their
method depends on the syntax parsing which is likely inef-
fective or error in practice (Vo and Zhang 2015). To solve
this problem, Vo and Zhang (2015) extract a rich set of au-
tomatic features using distributed word representations and

1http://www.zol.com.cn/

neural pooling functions. Zhang, Zhang, and Vo (2016) fur-
ther address the limitation of pooling functions and use two
gated neural networks to capture tweet-level syntactic and
semantic information and model the interactions between
the left and right context of a given target. Tang et al. (2016)
introduce the recurrent neural network and propose a target-
dependent LSTM to model the context information, separat-
ing sentence into left and right context.

To further model the correlation between the context and
aspect, attention mechanism is introduced into aspect-level
sentiment analysis task. Tang, Qin, and Liu (2016) develop
a memory network to focus on those informative context
words which have a relationship with the given aspect by
multiple attention mechanism. Wang et al. (2016) combine
each context word with aspect embedding at input layer,
and also propose the aspect guided attention mechanism to
strengthen the reasonability of hidden representation. In fact,
the aspect also havs sequence, to better model the sequence
information of both context and aspect, Ma et al. (2017)
use two LSTM models to respectively learn the represen-
tations of context and aspect and propose the interactive at-
tention mechanism to interactively learn attentions between
them. To better aggregate feature representations, Chen et
al. (2017) use a memory model to learn multiple attentions
and non-linearly combine these attentions by a recurrent
neural network to strengthen the expressive power. To fur-
ther deal with multi-aspect sentences and the syntactically
complex sentence structures, Liu et al. (2018) propose the
sentence-level content attention mechanism to capture the
important information about given aspects from a global per-
spective, and context attention mechanism to simultaneously
take the order of context words and their correlations into
account.

Multimodal Sentiment Analysis
With the prevalence of multiform user-generated-content
(e.g. text, image, speech or video), sentiment analysis has
gone beyond traditional text-based analysis. Multimodal
sentiment analysis is an emerging research area that inte-
grates textual and non-textual information into user senti-
ment analysis.

The text-image pair is the most common form of multi-
modal data. Early work adopts feature-based methods. For
example, Borth et al. (2013) generate visual features by ex-
tracting 1200 adjective-noun pairs from image, and textual
features by calculating the sentiment scores of text based on
English grammar and spelling style. With the development
of deep learning technologies, some neural network based
models have been proposed for multimodal sentiment anal-
ysis, achieving significant progress. Yu et al. (2016) pre-train
text CNN and image CNN to extract feature representations
from text and image respectively and combine these multi-
modal features to train a logistics regression model. To fully
capture the visual semantic information, Xu and Mao (2017)
extract scene and object features from image and absorb text
words with these visual semantic features to model the in-
fluence that image brings to text. In fact, text and image
can mutually reinforce and complement each other in sen-
timent analysis. Thus, Xu, Mao, and Chen (2018) propose
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a co-memory attentional mechanism to interactively model
the interaction between text and image. Their model con-
siders the influence of one modality to another (i.e. text to
image and image to text) and achieves better performance
than other related methods.

There is also other multimodal sentiment analysis work
dealing with textual, visual, and audio modalities, in which
visual (such as facial expression) and audio (such as pitch)
and utterance are utilized for emotion recognition and senti-
ment analysis (Poria, Cambria, and Gelbukh 2015; Poria et
al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016; Zadeh et al. 2017).

To bridge the gap between aspect-level sentiment analy-
sis and multimodal sentiment analysis, we propose a novel
multi-interactive memory network for aspect based multi-
modal sentiment analysis in this paper. Our model fully cap-
tures the impacts that aspect brings to text and image, as
well as the multiple interactions in and between text and im-
age. With non-linear combination of multi-interactive mem-
ory attentions by a recurrent neural network, our model can
learn a global memory abstraction for aspect based multi-
modal sentiment analysis.

Proposed Model
The overall architecture of our MIMN model is shown in
Figure 1. Given a sample, suppose the multimodal inputs
include a textual content T = {W1,W2, ...,WL} and an
image set I = {I1, I2, ..., IK}, the goal of our model is to
predict the sentiment label with a given aspect phrase A =
{A1, A2, ..., AN}, where L is the length of textual context,
K is the number of images, and N is the length of aspect
phrase.

Feature Extraction
Aspect feature embedding. An aspect is a multi-word ex-
pression in most case. MemNet (Tang et al., 2016b) maps
aspect into a single vector using average pooling, which
ignores context information and cannot synthesize phrase-
like feature in original aspect words. To overcome this, we
use a Bidirectional LSTM model, similar to the work by
(Chen et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2017). Given an aspect phrase
A = {A1, A2, ..., AN}, the Dtext-dimensional embedding
vector aj of each word Aj is initialized by the word rep-
resentation method (Li et al. 2018). At each time step, the
LSTM unit learns the hidden representation vj ∈ R2∗Dh of
each aspect word embedding aj .

aj = Embed(Aj), j ∈ [1, N ] (1)
−→vj =

−−−−→
LSTM(aj), j ∈ [1, N ] (2)

←−vj =
←−−−−
LSTM(aj), j ∈ [N, 1] (3)

vj = [−→vj ,←−vj ], j ∈ [1, N ] (4)

Then, we take the average of all hidden representations vj
as the final aspect feature vector vA ∈ R2∗Dh .

vA =
1

N

∑
j

vj (5)
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Figure 1: Overview of multi-interactive memory network for
aspect based multimodal sentiment analysis.

Textual memory building. Unlike previous work that di-
rectly feeds sequence of word embeddings to the memory
network (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016), we adopt the Bi-LSTM
to grasp phrase-like features and learn context information.
Given a textual content T = {W1,W2, ...,WL}, each word
Wi is embedded to a word vector wi ∈ RDtext and initial-
ized by the word representation method (Li et al., 2018). The
LSTM unit takes an input word embedding wi and output a
hidden state mT

i ∈ R2∗Dh .

wi = Embed(Wi), i ∈ [1, L] (6)
−→
mT

i =
−−−−→
LSTM(wi), i ∈ [1, L] (7)

←−
mT

i =
←−−−−
LSTM(wi), i ∈ [L, 1] (8)

mT
i = [

−→
mT

i ,
←−
mT

i ], i ∈ [1, L] (9)

We stack these hidden states and represent them as the
external textual memory matrix MT .

MT = {mT
1 ,m

T
2 , ...,m

T
L} (10)

Visual memory building. Images in multimodal data are
usually arranged in sequence (e,g. Fig1, Fig2,...). For ex-
ample, a multimodal review about cellphone has three para-
graphs of text content, with the first paragraph mainly about
aspect ’appearance and feeling’ and the second and third
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paragraphs about ’photographing effect’. The customer may
add images about appearance of cellphone after the first
paragraph and/or images about photographing at the end of
the review.

To model this pervasive image sequence information
and synthesize subset images for different aspects, we
also adopt the Bi-LSTM model. Given an image set I =
{I1, I2, ..., IK}, we firstly adopt a pre-trained convolutional
neural network and remove the top fully connected layer
to extract Dimg-dimensional visual feature vector xk from
each image Ik. Then, the LSTM unit takes visual feature
vector xk into hidden space.

xk = CNN(Ik), k ∈ [1,K] (11)
−→
mI

k =
−−−−→
LSTM(xk), k ∈ [1,K] (12)

←−
mI

k =
←−−−−
LSTM(xk), k ∈ [K, 1] (13)

mI
k = [

−→
mI

k,
←−
mI

k], k ∈ [1,K] (14)

Each hidden state mI
k ∈ R2∗Dh is stacked to build the vi-

sual memory M I , which records all the visual information.

M I = {mI
1,m

I
2, ...,m

I
K} (15)

Multimodal Memory Network

We use two memory networks for textual and visual fea-
ture extraction to focus on informative parts for the given
aspect and suppress less important parts. At the first hop of
each memory network, we propose the aspect-guided atten-
tion mechanism which supervises the generation of textual
and visual attention vectors with aspect information.

Textual Memory Network. The textual memory network
extracts important words for sentiment and aggregates tex-
tual memory with the representation of the given aspect to
account for the influence that the aspect brings to texts. It
takes the external textual memory matrix MT and aspect
feature vector vA as the inputs and combines each piece of
textual memory mT

i with aspect feature vector vA through a
multi layer perceptron network to generate the textual hid-
den representation h

(1)
i .

h
(1)
i = tanh(w

(1)
text[m

T
i , v

A] + b
(1)
text) (16)

It then calculates and normalizes the attention weight as
follows:

α
(1)
i =

exp(h
(1)
i )∑

i exp(h
(1)
i )

(17)

Finally, the attention layer outputs the textual feature
vector v(1)text by weighted average of those textual memory
pieces using attention weight α(1)

i .

v
(1)
text =

∑
i

α
(1)
i mT

i (18)

Visual Memory Network. We also propose the visual
memory network to extract informative images. It combines
image features with the representation of the given aspect to
fully capture the influence that the aspect brings to images.
We feed the visual memory M I and the aspect feature vec-
tor vA as the input of our visual memory network to extarct
the visual feature vector v(1)img .

p
(1)
k = tanh(w

(1)
img[m

I
k, v

A] + b
(1)
img) (19)

β
(1)
k =

exp(p
(1)
k )∑

k exp(p
(1)
k )

(20)

v
(1)
img =

∑
k

β
(1)
k mI

k (21)

Multi-Interactive Attention Mechanism
We have considered the influences of aspect on text and
image respectively via our aspect guided attention mecha-
nism. The corresponding operation is unidirectional: aspect
to text or aspect to image. In fact, for multimodal data, tex-
tual and visual information mutually reinforce and comple-
ment each other in sentiment analysis. To fully capture the
bidirectional interactions between image and text, we pro-
pose a multi-interactive attention mechanism. The previous
interaction attention mechanism used in (Xu, Mao, and Chen
2018) only consider the influence one modality information
brings to the other modality (e.g. image to text or text to im-
age). Our multi-interactive attention mechanism consists of
both cross-modality attention and single-modality attention.
With this design, our model could learn not only the inter-
active influences caused by cross-modality data, but also the
self influences caused by single-modality data (i.e. Text to
text and image to image).

Textual Attention. Using the textual and visual memory
network, we get the original textual feature vector v(1)text and
visual feature vector v(1)img . Next, in the t-th hop of the textual
memory network, to learn the self influence caused by tex-
tual data, we feed the textual feature vector v(t−1)

text to query
the textual memory MT to generate the textual modality at-
tentional feature v

Att(t)
text2text. Then, to learn the interactive in-

fluence that image bring to text, we use the visual feature
vector v(t−1)

img to query the textual memory MT again to get

the cross-modality attentional feature v
Att(t)
img2text. Last, we fi-

nally average them as the textual attentional feature vector
v
Att(t)
text .

v
Att(t)
text2text = Att([mT

i , v
(t−1)
text ]) (22)

v
Att(t)
img2text = Att([mT

i , v
(t−1)
img ]) (23)

v
Att(t)
text =

v
Att(t)
text2text + v

Att(t)
img2text

2
(24)

where t ∈ [2, H], and H is the number of memory hops.
Att is the attention layer , which refers to the operation men-
tioned above (Eqs. 16-18, or 19-21).
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Visual Attention. Synchronously, we also combine both
the visual feature vector v

(t−1)
img and textual feature vector

v
(t−1)
text with the visual memory M I in the t-th hop of the

visual memory network. The intermediate results are aver-
aged as the visual attentional feature vector vAtt(t)

img for the
next operation.

v
Att(t)
img2img = Att([mI

k, v
(t−1)
img ]) (25)

v
Att(t)
text2img = Att([mI

k, v
(t−1)
text ]) (26)

v
Att(t)
img =

v
Att(t)
img2img + v

Att(t)
text2img

2
(27)

Recurrent Memory Combination. Previous work has
demonstrated the capability of deep neural network with
multiple layers to learn the deep representations of data
with multi-level abstractions (LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton
2015). Thus, we also stack our interactive attention mech-
anism with several memory hops to learn the deep abstrac-
tion of multimodal data. Unlike the linear layer used in pre-
vious work (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016; Xu and Mao 2017)
which simply transfers textual and visual hidden represen-
tations to the next memory hop, we adopt GRUs to com-
bine all interactive attention memory results v(∗)img and v

(∗)
text

non-linearly. The GRU has fewer parameters and is simpler
than other recurrent models, which is also used in (Chen et
al. 2017). This operation enhances the memory capability of
our model for global memory abstraction. Formally, at the t-
th memory hop, we first get the textual and visual attentional
feature vectors using our multi-interactive attention mecha-
nism. Then the GRU unit updates the new textual and visual
feature vectors for the next operation.

v
(t)
text = GRU(v

Att(t)
text , v

(t−1)
text ), t ∈ [2, H] (28)

v
(t)
img = GRU(v

Att(t)
img , v

(t−1)
img ), t ∈ [2, H] (29)

Sentiment Classification
After H interactive memory hops, we extract the last out-
puts of GRUs as final textual and visual feature vectors and
concatenate them as the input of a softmax layer to predict
the aspect sentiment score.

Pred = Softmax(wmulti[v
(H)
text, v

(H)
img] + bmulti) (30)

We train our model by minimizing the cross-entropy loss
with the Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) optimization algo-
rithm. To avoid overfitting, the dropout (Hinton et al. 2012)
is employed. During the training process, we also adopted
the early stop strategy, i.e. stop training if the loss at the de-
velopment set had gone down for several successive epochs.

Experiments
Dataset
There was no publicly available dataset for aspect based
multimodal sentiment analysis. Hence, we provide a
new publicly available multimodal aspect-level sentiment
dataset. The ZOL.com is the leading IT information and

business web portal in China. It consists of 40 large chan-
nels, including news, shopping malls, hardware, downloads,
games, mobile phones etc. We crawl the top hot mobile
phones’ reviews from page 1 to 50 in mobile phones chan-
nel. For each mobile phone, only reviews in top 20 pages
were crawled. The meta-dataset has 12587 reviews (7359
single-modal reviews, 5288 multimodal reviews), covering
114 brands and 1318 kinds of mobile phone. It can also be
applied to textual aspect-level sentiment analysis or multi-
modal sentiment analysis task. The dataset is available at
https://github.com/xunan0812/MIMN.

We evaluate our model on these 5288 multimodal reviews,
namely the Multi-ZOL Dataset. In this dataset, each multi-
modal review contains a textual content, an image set, and
at least one but no more than six aspects. The six aspects
are price-performance ratio, performance configuration, bat-
tery life, appearance and feeling, photographing effect, and
screen. We pair each aspect with multimodal review, getting
28469 aspect-review pairs of samples. For each aspect, the
review has an integer sentiment score from 1 to 10, which
is regarded as the sentiment label in our experiment. Table 1
shows the detailed statistics for this dataset.

Table 1: Statistics of Multi-ZOL Dataset
Attribute Statistic
#Review 5228
#Label 10
#Aspect-Review Pair 28,469
Avg. of #Aspect / Review 5.45
Avg. text length / Review 315.11
Max text length / Review 8511
Min text length / Review 5
Avg. of #image / Review 4.5
Max of #image / Review 111
Min of #image / Review 1

Baseline Methods
We compare our model with several baseline methods,
including the representative textual aspect-level sentiment
analysis methods (LSTM, AEAT-LSTM, MemNet, IAN and
RAM) 2 and a variant of the state-of-the-art multimodal sen-
timent analysis method (Co-Memory+ Aspect).

(1) LSTM (Wang et al. 2016) adopts an LSTM model to
learn the context information of text sequence. It out-
puts the hidden state of each word and takes the average
of these hidden states as the final representation of the
whole text.

(2) AEAT-LSTM (Wang et al. 2016) appends the aspect
embeddings with each word embedding to strengthen
the effect of aspect in the process of generating hidden

2As the models of TD-LSTM (Tang et al. 2016) and
Cabasc (Liu et al. 2018) require extra structure (i.e. aspect words
surrounded by left context and right context), we did not compare
our model with these two methods.
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states. After that, it also focuses on the keywords asso-
ciated with the given aspect by combining word hidden
states with aspect embedding in the attention layer.

(3) MemNet (Tang, Qin, and Liu 2016) is a memory model
which regards aspect embedding as the query vector to
generate deep memory using multiple attention mech-
anisms on those memories stacked by input word em-
beddings. The last output of attention layer is fed into a
softmax layer for aspect-level sentiment prediction.

(4) IAN (Ma et al. 2017) is an LSTM based model which
includes two LSTMs to represent aspect and text context
respectively and the interactive attention mechanism to
interactively learn attentions in the aspect and contexts.
It concatenates the aspect attention’s output and context
attention’s output for aspect-level sentiment classifica-
tion.

(5) RAM (Chen et al. 2017) is a memory based model
which builds memory on the hidden states of a Bi-
LSTM and generates aspect representation also based
on a Bi-LSTM. The outputs of its multiple attention lay-
ers are non-linearly combined with a recurrent neural
network to strengthen the expressive power for global
memory abstraction.

As there is no related work on aspect-based multimodal
sentiment analysis, we introduce the aspect information to
Co-Memory (Xu, Mao, and Chen 2018), the state-of-the-art
model for multimodal sentiment analysis, and construct its
variant to further evaluate the performance of our model.

(6) Co-Memory+Aspect is the variant of Co-Memory. In
addition to the co-memory attentional mechanism to in-
teractively model the interaction between textual and vi-
sual memories, it introduces the average of aspect em-
beddings as the input of textual and visual memory net-
works.

Implementation Details
We compare our model and baseline methods based on
our Multi-ZOL dataset. We randomly divide this dataset
into training set (80%), development set (10%) and test
set (10%). Each sample consists of a textual content, sev-
eral images, and one aspect. For textual contents and as-
pects, we first use Jieba3 Chinese Word segmentation tool
for word segmentation. Then all the word embeddings are
initialized to the 300-dimension vectors by SGNS (Li et al.,
2018) pre-trained on Baidu Encyclopedia corpus and will
be fine-tuned during training process to adapt the domain
of our aspect based multimodal sentiment analysis. We set
the max padding length of textual content L to 320, the
max padding length of aspect words N to 4. For images,
we resize them to 224*224 and feed them into a pre-trained
conventional neural network ResNet50 (He et al. 2016) to
extract the 2048-dimension visual feature embeddings. The
max padding number of images K is 5. We set the dimension
of the LSTM hidden representation Dh to 100, the probabil-
ity dropout to 0.5, the learning rate to 0.005 and the batch

3https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

size to 128. Our model has approximately 26M parameters
in total. It takes about 40 seconds to train it for each epoch
with one Titan X GPU.

Experimental Results
The evaluation metrics used in our experiment are accuracy
and macro-F1. Table 2 illustrates the performance compar-
ison of our MIMN mdoel with the baseline methods. For
fair comparison those text based methods (LSTM, AEAT-
LSTM, MemNet, IAN, RAM) only use the textual data in
Multi-ZOL, and Co-Memory+Aspect and our model use
multimodal data in Multi-ZOL. We can see that our pro-
posed model outperforms all the comparative methods with
the best accuracy 61.59% and macro-F1 60.51%.

LSTM performs poorly, because it makes no clear dis-
tinction between aspects and context words by treating them
equally. Besides, averaging context hidden representations
may ignore those informative sentiment words.

The LSTM based models ATAE-LSTM and IAN both
exceed LSTM with a significant improvement. For ATAE-
LSTM, the introduction of the aspect guided attention mech-
anism as well as the incorporation of the input word em-
bedding and aspect embedding emphasizes more reasonable
hidden representation for aspect-level sentiment analysis.
Compared with ATAE-LSTM, IAN performs better because
it not only represents aspect and context respectively in dif-
ferent recurrent neural networks, but also interactively learns
attentions in context and aspect.

The memory network based models MemNet and RAM
also achieve better results than LSTM. MemNet absorbs as-
pect and word memory at the input memory hop and uses
multiple memory hops to extract deeper attentional repre-
sentation. The RAM performs best among all those tradi-
tional baseline methods based on textual modality data. It
combines the advantages of recurrent network in consider-
ing context information and multiple attention mechanism in
recording informative information. Besides, the non-linear
combination of multiple attentions takes full account of all
the memory results.

The Co-Memory+Aspect is similar to MemNet but intro-
duces another modality data, i.e. image, and fully considers
the interaction between text and image. Thus, it performs
better than all the baseline methods mentioned above. The
result shows the effectiveness of introducing image modality
data into traditional text based aspect-level sentiment analy-
sis task.

Table 2: Comparative Results of MIMN and Baselines
Method Accuracy Macro-F1
LSTM 58.92 57.29

MemNet 59.51 58.73
ATAE-LSTM 59.58 58.95

IAN 60.08 59.47
RAM 60.18 59.68

Co-Memory+Aspect 60.43 59.74
MIMN 61.59 60.51
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Compared with the traditional text based methods, our
model uses multimodal data, text and image, for aspect-
level sentiment analysis and fully captures the impacts that
aspect brings to text and image, as well as the interac-
tions in and between text and image. Compared with the
Co-Memory+Aspect method, our multi-interactive attention
mechanism learns not only the interactive influence caused
by cross-modality data, but also the self influence caused
by single-modality data. In addition, our model builds mul-
timodal memories by recurrent neural network to grasp
phrase-like features in texts and the subset of images. The
recurrent memory network could also strengthen the mem-
ory attribute for global memory abstraction. Therefore, our
MIMN model obtains the best performance among all the
baseline methods.

Effects of Memory Hops
Our model is a memory network based method. Hence, the
number of memory hops is one major hyper-parameter af-
fecting the performance. Table 3 shows the experimental re-
sults for our model with 1 to 5 memory hops, where MIMN
(t) means MIMN using t memory hops. Here, MIMN (1)
has none recurrent memory operation for only using one
memory hop. Thus, it is not sufficient to represent multi-
modal data adequately, and leads to the worst performance.
As the number of memory hops increases, the performance
of MIMN gets better. The results show that our model with
3 memory hops achieves the best result. However, the per-
formance does not continue to increase because of the incre-
mental complexity and decreasing generalization capability
of our model with the growing number of hops.

Table 3: Results of Different Memory Hops
# Hops Accuracy Macro-F1

MIMN (1) 60.08 59.44
MIMN (2) 60.43 60.10
MIMN (3) 61.59 60.51
MIMN (4) 60.78 60.05
MIMN (5) 60.11 59.92

Effects of Different Variants of Multi-Interactive
Attention Mechanism
To verify the effectiveness of our multi-interactive attention
mechanism, we design a series of variants by replacing the
multi-interactive attention mechanism used in our model.
Table 4 shows the performances of the following variants
of our attention mechanism. For fair comparison, all these
variants have 3 memory hops.

• MIMN-self does not consider the interaction between
texts and images by removing the cross-modality atten-
tion and just use self modality information to guide the
attention mechanism.

• MIMN-text2image removes the image2text attention on
the basis of MINM model and models the influence that
text brings to image using the text2image attention.

• MIMN-image2text removes the text2image attention on
the basis of MINM model and models the influence that
image brings to text using the image2text attention.

The MIMN-self model gets the worst results among all
the variants. It removes the bidirectional interaction between
text and image and ignores the influences that textual and vi-
sual have on each other. As for MIMN-text2img and MIMN-
img2text models, they both outperform MIMN-self and are
worse than MIMN for only considering unidirectional inter-
action between texts and images. Our MIMN synchronously
learns not only the interactive influences caused by cross-
modality data but also the self influences of single-modality
data. The results show that the self and unidirectional at-
tentions cannot fully capture the interactive correlations be-
tween text and image, and are insufficient for multimodal
data representation.

Table 4: Results of Different Variants of Multi-Interactive
Attention Mechanism

Method Accuracy Macro-F1
MIMN-self 60.50 59.48

MIMN-text2image 61.17 60.27
MIMN-image2text 61.23 60.36

MIMN 61.59 60.51

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the new task of aspect based mul-
timodal sentiment analysis by firstly introducing the image
modality data to the traditional text based aspect-level sen-
timent analysis. To capture the impacts that aspect brings
to text and image, as well as the multiple interactions as-
sociated with text and image, we propose a novel multi-
interactive memory network for this task. Our model uses
two memory networks to separately model text and im-
age data and learns not only the interactive influences be-
tween cross-modality data but also the self influences in
single-modality data. Multiple memory hops are used for
multi-interactive attentions extraction, which is non-linearly
combined by the recurrent neural network to learn the
global memory abstraction. We also build a new multimodal
aspect-level sentiment dataset to evaluate our model. The re-
sults show that our proposed model outperforms the com-
parative baseline methods and demonstrate the capability of
our model in capturing multiple correlations on aspect based
multimodal sentiment data.
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